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Abstract
Most existing systems for calibrating multi-projector display suffered from several important limitations such as dependence
on point of view, restriction on the display surface and moreover the number of projectors and using obtrusive markers. In
this paper, a new method for view-independent calibration for multi-projector displays is presented. Given that the calibration
problem of a multi-projector display is an optimization problem, we compute the calibration parameters by writing the
appropriate energy functions for the geometric calibration phase. In this method, the camera and projector are introduced as a
pair. In the first step, calibration of the pair of camera and projector was carried out. After that, the calibration problem of the
system decreases to estimation of the number of camera positions relative to each other. In this method, there is no particular
shape for the screen. In addition, due to the 3D shape of the screen, this method is view independent and eventually the image
can be wallpapered on the screen. According to the tests carried out to evaluate the system, the accuracy of the proposed
system is sub-pixel, and as a result, no misalignment is observed by the human eye in the overlapping area of projectors.

Keywords Multi-projector display · Camera calibration · Projector calibration

1 Introduction

Today, due to the ever-increasing development of technology
and digital revolution, significant advances have been made
in various areas, including display systems. The need to pro-
duce systems that, in addition to large dimensions, have the
right quality for display, is felt more and more every day.
Several innovations have been made to meet these needs, for
example the introduction of major LCD TVs. Today, the lat-
est technology introduced by technology companies is the
multi-projector display system. These systems have features
and specifications that are, in most cases, the best and most
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cost-effective solution for display in public and large envi-
ronments. If a larger display is available in the future, it is
impossible to have that flexibility and scalability based on
the resolution and pixel count. However, the only way to
build a large, high-resolution display is to use the mosaic
layout of a number of projectors. Using multi-projector dis-
plays eliminates the need of producing large-scale displays.
Additionally, in order to recent advances in this field, these
displays are able to produce unified images on usual surfaces
(flat, quadratic, etc.) by using software algorithms.

The construction of a multi-projector display requires the
implementation of two phases of geometric calibration and
color calibration. In the geometric calibration phase, we are
looking at how to create distortions in the image so that the
image is correctly visualized by the viewer, and in the color
calibration phase we are looking to match the color compo-
nent among different projectors. We focus in this paper on
the geometric calibration section. We will continue to review
the works in the geometric calibration section.

According to the papers presented in the field of multi-
projector displays, geometric calibration can be done in
two ways: view-dependent geometric calibration and view-
independent geometric calibration.
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In thefirst case, thefinal integrated image is corrected from
the viewpoint of the camera geometrically, but in the second
case, the image appears to be correct from each viewpoint.
In fact, the image is wallpapered on the screen. Whether
the image needs to be geometrically correct from a view-
point or whether the image is geometrically correct from
all points is due to the application that it is intended to use
such a display. When your viewer is one person (such as
a flight simulator) and the goal is to correctly visualize the
image from one viewpoint, view-dependent geometric cali-
bration methods are desirable; however, in most applications
(for example, educational and promotional applications), the
number of viewers is higher and it is desirable to perform
view-independent geometric calibration.

Based on the notation in Reference [1], in view-
independent calibration, we seek to determine the geomet-
ric transformation of the projector coordinate system to the
screen coordinate system. Consider the projector coordi-
nate system (x, y), the camera coordinate system (u, v) and
the screen coordinate system (s, t), such a geometric trans-
formation of the projector coordinate system to the screen
coordinate system is defined as Eq. (1).

G(x,y)→(s,t) = F(u,v)→(s,t).H(x,y)→(u,v) (1)

In the view-dependent calibration, Eq. (1) is reduced to
Eq. (2) and the display coordinate system will be eliminated
from our calculations.

G(x,y)→(s,t) = H(x,y)→(u,v) (2)

Therefore, in view-independent calibration, it is desirable to
determine each geometric transform H and F , and in the
view-dependent calibration, the geometric transformation H
is just to be determined. We will first review the papers pre-
sented in the field of view-dependent calibration, and then,
we will examine the papers presented in the field of view-
independent calibration.

As we said earlier, in view-dependent calibration, we do
not need to explore the 3D shape of the screen. In fact, we
only seek to discover the geometric transformation between
the camera and projector. In finding this geometric trans-
formation, the most basic solution to the problem is the
correspondence between the camera image and the pro-
jector image, which has been solved in various papers in
various ways. The paper [2] has used the structured light pat-
tern for the solution of the correspondence problem. [3,4]
first solved the problem for a number of points using the
Gaussian points projection. Then, they used interpolation
methods to create the correspondence between the rest of
the points. Ahmed et al. [5] estimated the distortion caused
by the image projection on a uneven surface with the help
of the Bezier functions. After calculating the parameters of

the two-dimensional Bezier function, which represents the
surface of the screen, reverse Bézier is applied to the image
points so that the image does not have a distortion after pro-
jection.

In a view-independent calibration and if the screen is a
flat surface, we can make the above geometric transforma-
tions based on the homographies [1]. Usually, a camera is
capable of observing a 2*4 array of projectors in its field of
view. In the face of larger screens, reference [6] presented a
method that uses one camera. The camera is completely con-
trolled by the computer, so that it can pan–tilt–zoom. The
motion of the camera is such that it can cover the whole
screen. The camera moves to observe the points and lines
projected by each projector. With the help of the camera,
the relationship between each projector and the screen is
discovered. Then, the homographies are calculated using
the simulated annealing algorithm to minimize the error
between the corresponding points of the projectors and the
angle between the corresponding projectors line. While this
method works well, it is unfortunately very slow. Refer-
ence [7] provided a method in which several cameras are
used. Several cameras observe the screen, and due to the
overlapping field of view, cameras communicate with each
other through homography. One camera is considered as a
reference, and each camera is related to the reference cam-
era through concatenating of homographies. The reference
camera is then related to the screen, and so the relationship
between each camera and the screen is obtained through
a series of homography multiplications. This method, like
[6], does not spend much time and does a geometric cal-
ibration operation for 32 projectors in just a few minutes.
Note that this method is only suitable for smooth displays.
Factors such as camera lens distortion and projector lens
distortion reduce the accuracy, so that in some cases the
use of a compact model such as homographies has many
errors. Reference [8] used a nonlinear relationship (Eq. (3))
to find geometric transformation between the projector and
the camera.Thismethod cannot be extended to larger screens.

(u, v) =
3∑

i=0

i∑

j=0

(Ai j , Bi j ) · Xi− j · Y j (3)

Reference [9] used one camera and used a new model
to explore the geometric transformation between the pro-
jector and the screen. In this model, the distortion of the
projector was estimated using the Bezier functions. In fact,
in this model nonlinear factors such as key-stone, radial
and tangential distortion are included in a function. In this
method, the sampling was carried out as sparse and based
on feature points. These points are supposed to perform an
estimate of a function parameters, which assigns each point
of the projector coordinate to the camera coordinate system.
Then, using these parameters, the projector image changes
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so that it is finally geometrically aligned. Sparse sampling
for geometric calibration seems appropriate because the
Bezier functions suggest a piece-wise curved representa-
tion instead of a linear one that is more suitable for the
distortion of the lens that turns lines into curves. In addi-
tion, in the case of sparse sampling, we do not have to
use a high-resolution camera. Paper [10] used two cameras
to estimate the 3D shape of the screen. The screen used
in this article is a quadratic. Both cameras are placed in
a position that can observe the entire screen. One of the
cameras is the reference and using these two cameras, the
corresponding points were discovered in two cameras, and
then, the second-order approximation was estimated for the
screen. However, the proposed method is only able to cal-
ibrate uneven screens that have a quadratic shape. Paper
[11] used a piece-wise method to estimate the geometry
of the screen. In this method, a checkerboard pattern is
installed on the top and bottom of the screen. With the help
of this checkerboard pattern, the parameterization of a 2D
piecewise linear is done for the screen. This 2D parame-
terization is also carried out for projectors, which is done
with the help of a camera that monitors both the screen
and the image of the projector. Because the sampling has
not been done in dense (only on the top and bottom of the
screen), the distortion phenomena are visible in the middle
sections of the image. Articles [12,13] estimate 3D geome-
try of the screen in another way. In these articles, an estimate
of the camera matrix is calculated using assumptions on the
screen and two-step nonlinear optimization problem solv-
ing. Then, the screen shape was estimated. Note that in
these articles, the specificity of the screen shape is used (the
screen is vertically extruded) and the camera matrix is cal-
culated. Also, the length-to-width ratio of the screen should
be specified. Article [14] considered the screen as cylindri-
cal surface with known parameters and thus, in accordance
with the cylindrical relations, created a geometric trans-
formation between the image points and the points of the
screen.

Since the processing of a video for playback on a multi-
projector display system needs to be done in real time,
there have been many articles focusing on improving the
performance of a multi-projector system such as [15,16]
and [17]. Because of sharing the optical path for the view
pairs of a stereoscopic projector, Reference [15] improved
performance by eliminating additional computation and pro-
cessing both views at the same time. Reference [17] initially
used a PC (personal computer) to preprocess the display
system and then with the help of the FPGA performed
video input preprocessing without using the PC. Reference
[17] presented an FPGA-based hardware architecture for
geometric improvement of the projector image. This arti-
cle removes the limitation of implementing multi-projector
display systems on desktop systems and execution of the

program on the GPU and provides a scalable system by
providing a new architecture. The method [18] also relates
to one projector and is not universally applicable to multi-
projectors.

In Sect. 2, we will have a comparison based on different
criteria between previous works in the field of geometric
calibration ofmulti-projector displays. Our proposedmethod
for geometric calibration of a multi-projector display will
be presented in Sect. 3. Also, experimental results will be
presented in Sect. 4, and finally, a summary about what we
have done will be presented in Sect. 5.

2 Comparison of previous works

The presented articles can be compared from the following
perspectives:

2.1 Automatic or requiring humanmonitoring

Some of the above articles are automated [2–4,6,7] and [8]
and others [5,9–13] and [14] require launching by a human
operator. A system is called automatic if a usual user can
set it up by placing projectors beside each other and run-
ning software. Consider that a usual user does not have any
information about working with the system except placing
projectors overlapping each other. In our viewpoint, if the
setting up the system needs other considerations, the system
is not automatic.

2.2 A camera or several cameras

The number of cameras in presented works is different.
Increasing the number of cameras in a multi-projector sys-
tem may be due to the lack of coverage of the entire screen
by a camera or the estimation of a 3D shape screen with
the help of several cameras. Typical single-camera meth-
ods are not universally applicable to multi-camera methods
or hardly generalizable. For example, in [7], the size of the
screen is such that the entire screen is not visible in the cam-
era’s field of view. Such a display is observed by several
cameras, and for this purpose, the connection between dif-
ferent cameras has been discovered through homographies.
However, in the other methods presented, there is no way
for the author to claim that the proposed method can be
extended to a multi-camera system. This system is appro-
priate only for flat surfaces. In other words, because the
screen is flat and the depth of all spots on the screen is
equal, all of coordinate systems are considered two dimen-
sional and this issue is not able to be extended to uneven
surfaces.
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2.3 Having primitive information of the screen or
lack of primitive information of the screen

On the methods presented in the field of multi-projector dis-
plays, the use of a marker around the screen is known as
an obtrusive element [12]. Having primitive information on
screen geometry makes it easy to discover geometric trans-
formation of the camera to the screen. For example, the
smoothness of the screen (means flat screen) ensures that
the image on the screen is also rectangular and is the only
difference with the original image on the longitudinal and
transverse scale (assuming that the projector is perpendicu-
lar to the screen). In this way, using the markers, the display
area is specified and each point on the screen is defined in the
coordinate system of the screen. Such a method can not be
generalized to uneven screens since in uneven surfaces the
third dimension of the screen does not have a constant value
for all points and there will be an image distortion and this
amount should be discovered in some way. Having previous
information about the screen removes the problem from an
automaticmode, and it is desirable to create amulti-projector
display system without access to display information. For
example, articles [12] and [13] put previous assumptions on
the screen (without the use of amarker), but assumptions such
as knowing the length-to-width ratio of the screen and having
a specific type of screen, leave the providedmethod fromauto
mode. In these methods, having the previous information on
the display plays a key role in performing the calibration, so
that by violating such conditions, the presented algorithm is
not capable of geometric calibration.

2.4 Relative alignment of projectors

The relative alignment of projectors is considered to be a
disturbance before calibration operations because again the
issue leaves automode.However, with relative alignment, we
only need to find the corresponding points in the overlapping
regions, because adjacent projectors should display the same
pixels at each point of the overlapping region.

2.5 Ability to generalize to larger screens

All the methods presented in the geometric calibration sec-
tion cannot be extended to larger screens. When the screen
magnifies, a camera alone cannot cover the entire screen in its
field of view. On the other hand, placing the camera at a large
distance from the screen reduces the accuracy of the calibra-
tion process and usually, the camera is placed at a distance
from the screen which the viewer is expected to observe the
screen. Due to the fact that the geometric calibration section
does not require a camera with special features, the number
of cameras is not an important parameter in geometric cali-
bration. When the screen is smooth, it is easy to generalize

the system to several cameras based on homographies, so
that communication between different cameras can be done
through homographies. However, a method that is not based
on homographies and can easily be extended to large screens
is still not provided.

In constructing amulti-projector display, wewant to elim-
inate all the additional factors known in this system. In fact,
the only factor that is important in building a multi-projector
display is to put projectors in a way that adjacent projectors
overlap. If we can solve the rest of the geometric calibra-
tion operations using software with this simple assumption,
then we call such a system an automated system. Regard-
ing the papers on flat surfaces, it can be said that the set of
tasks performed on these surfaces has reached maturity. On
flat screens, the only problem that may cause the calibration
process to be distorted is the camera and projector lens dis-
tortion and the nonlinear estimates described in the previous
sections can be an appropriate response to these nonlinear
factors. Unfortunately, in a view-independent calibration for
uneven surfaces, there is still no general and automatic way
to solve this problem. The methods presented have primi-
tive information about the screen, or the method presented
is only capable of answering some of the changes. The main
challenge in these methods is to estimate the 3D shape of
the screen. If we can estimate the relative depth of the screen
points, then points can be defined on the screen in its own
coordinate system. There are different methods for estimat-
ing the depth of the screen points, and in this paper, we will
consider one of these methods based on the camera and pro-
jector pair. After extracting the relative depth of some points
on the screen (and not all points), we can estimate the 3D
surface of the screen. Due to the work performed in the geo-
metric calibration, we do not need a particular camera to
implement the algorithms of this section. On the other hand,
the design of view-independent displays is more public. An
approach to view-independent calibration can be to consider
a camera for each projector. Such a system also has the abil-
ity to generalize to large screens, as cameras and projectors
can be combined to cover the entire screen. As we men-
tioned earlier, most of the methods presented here cannot be
extended to larger screens, and this is a negative point for
a system that in most applications, the size of the screen is
such that the field of view of a camera does not cover the
entire screen. In the following, we suggest a method based
on camera–projector pairs.

A new method for calibrating a multi-projector display
is presented in this paper. Viewpoint independence and hav-
ing arbitrary uneven display are the challenges in the field
of multi-projector displays (as it is mentioned before). We
have designed the multi-projector displays problem from
the beginning in this paper because the other methods are
not capable of presenting an approach to solve the chal-
lenges above. In thismethod,we designed themulti-projector
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Fig. 1 A pair of proposed systems

displays as an optimization problem so all calibration param-
eters will be calculated after solving this optimization prob-
lem. Also, proposed method is designed in a way that can
be used in projection on any uneven surfaces in addition to
projection on a flat screen. In presenting this system, we did
as much as effort we could to make no need of user moni-
toring in setting up a multi-projector display and make the
calibration operation done in a totally automatic way.

3 Proposedmethod

The proposed system consists of camera–projector pairs so
that in each pair, the camera’s field of view covers a wider
range of field of view for the projector in the same pair. In
fact, in each pair, the camera observes the whole image of
the projector in the same pair. Also, in each pair, the camera
and projector are stay fixed with respect to each other. As
a result, we assume that after the external parameters are
calculated between the camera and the projector for the first
time, these values are constant during system operation. This
also applies to the internal parameters of camera and internal
parameters of projector. In fact, after the first calculation of
internal parameters of the camera and internal parameters of
the projector, these valueswill remain constant during system
operation. Figure 1 shows a pair of proposed systems. As
you can see, the camera is installed at a distance from the
projector’s lens, because, as we will explain later, the pair of
camera and projector will play the role of stereo vision in the
same pair.

In this system, similar to the past works, neighboring
projectors have overlaps. Considering this overlapping area
prevents seam in the overlapping area, because in case of dis-
placement in each projector, resetting the calibration process
will calibrate the system again. We did not consider a spe-
cific shape for the display surface in this system. The display
surface can be flat, a quadratic or a vertically extruded and so
on. In addition, the display surface may be a 3D object cov-
ered with white cloth and aiming to project that object. Such

Fig. 2 An example of an arbitrary rugged screen

applications have an advertising aspect and create appeal-
ing displays, an example of which is shown in Fig. 2. In
this article we will use the term “arbitrary uneven” for these
types of screens. In the proposed system, there is no precon-
ceived overlap between the placement of different pairs next
to each other, except the side-by-side placement of neighbor-
ing projectors in an overlapping formation. Pairs are arranged
together and each will project part of the display surface.

To create a multi-projector display, the problem we are
facing is the system calibration problem. In the initial step,
calibration of the internal parameters for the camera, cal-
ibration of the internal parameters for the projector and
calibration of the external parameters of the camera and pro-
jector in each pair should be performed. After this step, the
system’s calibration problem will reduce to camera position
estimation problem. To solve this, we will first calculate the
initial estimate of the position of each camera with respect
to adjacent cameras. Note that the reason for calculating the
position of each camera related to its adjacent cameras and
not the reference camera is that there is no guarantee that
each camera will overlap with the reference camera in its
field of view and thus have a common space. Clearly, in our
proposed system, cameras do not observe the same view, but
in fact we are faced with a wide-area problem. In this regard,
we will first calculate the initial estimate of each cameras
position relative to the adjacent cameras. Then, by creating
the adjacency graphs of the cameras and finding the shortest
path from each camera to the reference camera, we will cal-
culate the relative position of each camera with respect to the
reference camera and finally by writing an energy function,
we will optimize the position of each camera with respect to
the reference camera.

Because cameras do not observe the same view, each cam-
era is related to the reference camera through concatenating
of rotation and transition matrices. Regarding this issue, the
fact that which camera is considered as a reference and also
the path that relates each camera to the reference camera is
a problem to be solved in the next step. In fact, this will be
achieved taking into account a graph and then selecting the
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reference camera and finally selecting the shortest path from
each camera to the reference camera. After calculating all the
calibration parameters, we will consider a scenario for pro-
jecting a three-dimensional object which will be explained
more in the relevant section. In the end, we summarize the
system calibration algorithm in a multi-projector display as
follows:

1. Camera–projector pair calibration

I Calibration of the internal parameters of the camera
in each pair

II Calibration of the internal parameters of the projector
in each pair

III Calibration of external parameters between camera
and projector in each pair

IV Extraction of the three-dimensional shape of each
object the pair observes in its field of view

2. Solving the problem of estimating the position of several
cameras relative to each other

I Imaging and detecting the center of gravity of feature
points

II Creating matrix W or feature point weight matrix
III Calculating the position of each camera relative to

adjacent cameras
IV Creating adjacency graphs of cameras
V Selecting the reference camera
VI Finding the shortest path between each camera and

reference camera

3. Image production scenario

I Extracting the 3D shape of the screen in the unified
coordinate system

II Wallpapering the image on the 3D shape of the dis-
play

III Providing lookup tables between 3D object and pro-
jectors’ images

3.1 Calibration of the camera–projector pair

The camera–projector pair calibration is performed accord-
ing to the method presented in [19]. To clarify this topic,
we will review this article. (You can also use the method
presented in [20].)

As you know, the Zhang method [21] is widely used
because of its simplicity and high accuracy in camera cal-
ibration systems. In this method, a checkerboard is used to
calibrate the camera. The checkerboard with specific square
(or rectangles) dimensions is positioned in different places
from the camera and then the camera capturing this board.
Due to the corner distances in the checkerboard coordinate
system and the camera image, Zhang provides a method for

calculating camera parameters. Thepaper [19] also calibrated
the camera using Zhang method in a system that includes a
camera and a projector. Before describing the method pre-
sented in this paper, wewill first review the camera–projector
model in this paper.

3.1.1 Camera and projector model

Suppose X ∈ R3 is a point in the reference coordinate sys-
tem centered on the projection center of the camera. Also,
suppose u ∈ R2 is the image coordinate for X point in the
camera image, then X and u will be related by Eqs. (4) to
(9):

X =
⎡

⎣
x
y
z

⎤

⎦ , ũ =
[
ũx
ũ y

]
=

[ x
z
y
z

]
(4)

u = Kc.L (̃u) (5)

Kc =
⎡

⎣
fx γ ox
0 fx oy
0 0 1

⎤

⎦ (6)

L (̃u) =
[
ũ.(1 + k1r2 + k2r4) + Δt (̃u)

1

]
(7)

Δt (̃u) =
[
2k3ũx ũ y + k4(r2 + 2ũ2x )
k3(r2 + 2ũ2y) + 2k4ũx ũ y

]
(8)

r2 = ũ2x + ũ2y (9)

In these equations, Kc is the internal parameters matrix of
the camera, k1 and k2 are radial distortion coefficients and
k3 and k4 are tangential distortion coefficients of the camera.
Also, assuming R and T as the rotation matrix and transition
vector, respectively, which determine the location of the pro-
jector relative to the camera and also if v ∈ R2 is considered
the coordinate of the X point in the projector image, then
Eqs. (10) and (11) are presented for transformation between
the camera and projector coordinate system.

X ′ =
⎡

⎣
x ′
y′
z′

⎤

⎦ = R.X + T , ṽ =
[

x ′
z′
y′
z′

]
(10)

v = Kp.L (̃v) (11)

In Eq. (11), Kp is the projector internal parameters matrix.

3.1.2 Imaging

In the Zhang method [21], imaging should be applied on
a checkerboard in different places. In paper [19] the imag-
ing has changed so that the camera or the projector can be
calibrated with acquired images. In fact, instead of a single
capturing of any place on a checkerboard, a complete set of
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Fig. 3 An example of the images required for the calibration proce-
dure presented in [19]. a Full brightness for the checkerboard and b
projection of one of the gray code patterns on the checkerboard

structured light patterns should be projected on a checker-
board. This paper uses the gray code structured light pattern.
Note that when capturing different patterns at a specific loca-
tion on a checkerboard, the board should have no movement.
Figure 3 is an example of the images needed to perform
the calibration method of this paper. Figure 3a is a view
of the checkerboard which is completely projected by the
projector. We will need this image at the time of the thresh-
olding of black and white stripes. Figure 3b illustrates the
image of one of the structured light patterns on a checker-
board.

Figure 4 illustrates an example of the gray code decoding
in the structured light method. In Fig. 4a, the pixels that have
the same color are related to a row from the projector, and
in Fig. 4b, pixels that have the same color are related to a
column of the projector.

3.1.3 Calibration of internal camera parameters

Calibration of the internal parameters of the camera means
estimating the internal parameters of the camera based on
the model chosen for the camera. To perform the calibration
using the Zhang method, the coordinates of all the corner
points must be extracted in all the images captured from the
checkerboard. Then, according to the coordinates of the cor-

Fig. 4 An example of the decoding of the gray codes in the method
presented in [19]. a Pixels that have the same color are related to a row
from the projector, b pixels that have the same color are related to a
column from the projector

ner points in different images, and also with respect to the
coordinates of the corner points in the coordinate system of
the checkerboard, according to the Zhang’s method, we will
calculate the internal parameters.

3.1.4 Calibration of the internal parameters of the projector

Projectors and cameras are described with the same math-
ematical model. As a result, we will use the same method
to calculate the internal parameters of the projector, but the
projector does not have a camera and it is not possible to
capture images from the view point of the projector from the
checkerboard.Nevertheless, the camera canbeused to extract
the coordinates of the corner points on the checkerboard from
the projectors viewpoint. Note that in the imaging that was
performed and after decoding the gray code in the images,
we extracted the relationship between the camera image and
the projector image. In the following, we will show how to
use this information to determine the corner coordinates in
the projector coordinate system.

Calculating the corner points in the projector coordinate
system consists of three steps:
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Fig. 5 Use of local homographs to convert points from the camera
coordinate system to projector coordinate system—reproduced from
Reference [19]

1. Decoding from gray code patterns and creating corre-
spondence between camera image pixels and projector
rows and columns

2. Estimating local homography for each corner point on a
checkerboard

3. Applying the local homography to the corresponding
corner point to convert the corner point of the camera
coordinate system to the projector coordinate system.

Note that the obtained result from the decoding step in
the gray code patterns is not directly applicable. To solve
this problem, the concept of homography has been used.
In addition, instead of using a global homography for the
entire image, a local homography is used for every corner.
Local homography is a homography that is valid only in
a region of the plane. Instead of applying a single global
homography to translate all the checkerboard corners into
projector coordinates, we find one local homography for
each of the checkerboard corners. Each local homography
is estimated within a small neighborhood of the target cor-
ner and is valid only to translate that corner into projector
coordinates and no other corner. Local homographies allow
to model nonlinear distortions because each corner is trans-
lated independently of the others. Additionally, they are
robust to small decoding errors because they are overdeter-
mined; they are estimated from a neighborhood with more
points than the minimum required. Figure 5 shows how to
use local homography to convert the corners of the camera
coordinate system to the projector coordinate system. In the
following, the local homography estimation method will be
described.

Suppose p is the coordinates of the corner points located
in a neighborhood in the camera image. Also, suppose q
decoded those corner points in the projector coordinate sys-
tem. The local homography H will be obtained from the
minimization of Eq. (12).

Ĥ = argmin
H

∑

∀p
‖q − Hp‖2 (12)

H ∈ R3∗3, p = [x, y, 1]T , q = [col, row, 1]T
Finally, the optimal corner point p in the camera coordi-

nate system, located in the center of the neighborhood, will
be converted to the projector coordinate system according to
Eq. (13) using the homography Ĥ .

q = Ĥ .p (13)

This method should be performed for all the corners on
the checkerboard. Then, by knowing the location of all the
points in the coordinate system of the projector, all of the
internal parameters of the projector can be calculated using
the Zhang method.

3.1.5 Camera–projector pair stereo calibration

Stereo calibration means finding the amount of relative
rotation and translation between camera and projector. Till
this stage, we have calculated internal parameters of the
camera, internal parameters of the projector, the relation
between camera’s coordinate system and checkerboard’s
coordinate system and the relation between projector’s coor-
dinate system and checkerboard’s coordinate system. The
coordinates of the corner points are also known in the
checkerboard coordinate system. On the other hand, the pro-
jection of corner points to the camera image and projector
image is known. As a result, stereo calibration of a sys-
tem including camera–projector pair is equal to calibration
of a system including two cameras and according to this,
external parameters between camera and projector are cal-
culable. After calibration of camera–projector pair, each pair
will be able to extract 3D shape of what it observes in its
field of view. Thus, each pair will extract a 3D part of the
screen.

3.2 Solving the problem of estimating the position
of several cameras relative to each other

After each pair calibration, the calibration of the system is
reduced to position estimation problem of multi-camera sys-
tem. In fact, at this stage, one of the cameras is considered
as reference and we calculate the relative position of each of
the other cameras with respect to this camera.

3.2.1 Camera pair stereo calibration

Different algorithms for camera pair stereo calibration are
presented. In this section, we will perform stereo calibration
based on the information that the system provides. As you
know, in a multi-projector display system, due to having a
tool called projector in each pair, we will be able to project
feature points on the screen and set them at camera’s field
of view in that pair. On the other hand, due to the stereo
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Fig. 6 Image of the projector containing m′ = 396 feature points

vision in each pair, the depth of the points can be calculated
in the coordinate system of that pair (camera or projector
coordinate system). As a result, each pair can project points
on the screen and calculate the 3D coordinates of the feature
points. Due to the fact that the cameras overlap in adjacent
pairs in their field of view, part of the points projected by
the projector of a pair is also observed by adjacent cameras.
So you can use these common 3D points between adjacent
pairs and calibrate adjacent cameras. First, we describe the
imaging scenario in a system containing n pairs and then
describe how to calibrate adjacent cameras with these feature
points.

3.2.1.1 Imaging To capture feature points, we have outlined
the method which will be described later. Suppose we want
each of the pairs to project the number of m′ feature points
on the screen. We create an image with the resolution of the
projector and put the number of m′ points uniformly on it.
Figure 6 shows the image of the projector in whichm′ = 396
feature point is placed.

In this method, each projector should project the image
on the screen in sequence. At the time of projection of each
projector, all the cameras will capture simultaneously. This
method is similar to the object (jig) motion of the calibra-
tion in the cameras’ field of view which is simulated here
by the projector. Finally, by examining the images provided,
it will be determined that which pair is adjacent and there-
fore we are able to calibrate them directly. Figure 7 shows an
example of images provided by system cameras. In Fig. 7a,
b, projector 1 has projected feature points on the screen with
the image from camera one and camera two, respectively. In
Fig. 7c, d, projector 2 projected feature points on the screen
and camera one and camera two provided one image, respec-
tively.

3.2.1.2 Solving the correspondence problem Solving the
correspondence problem means identifying a feature point
in the camera image and projector image. In order to solve
the correspondence problem, wewill use the algorithm given
in Reference [1] and we will explain it below.

Consider the image in Fig. 6. This image shows 396 fea-
ture points. Suppose we number the points so that the feature
point placed in the position (1,1) of this 2Dmatrix is of num-
ber 1, the feature point placed in the position (1,2) of this
2D matrix is of numbers 2 and so on, and the feature point
placed in the (2.1) position of this 2D matrix is of number
23 and so on (spatial coordinates are (row number, column
number)). So we assigned a number to each of the feature
points. Then, we have calculated the base-2 expression for
the number of each feature point. Now, in addition to the
image projection shown in Fig. 6, we have also made other
images and they are also projected on the screen, in such a
way that the first image only includes the feature pointswhich
in the base-2 expression, the bit is located in place one, and
it has a value of 1. Similarly, the second image only includes
the feature points in the base view of the two of them, the bits
located in their base-2 expression have a value of one, and

Fig. 7 Image provided by cameras of a system consisting of two pairs. a
The number one camera has captured the feature points of the projector
number one, b the number two camera has captured the feature points

of the projector number one, c the number one camera has captured
the feature points of the projector number two and d the number two
camera has captured the feature points of the projector number two
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Fig. 8 Projector images for solving the correspondence problem. a–i Feature points with a value of one for bit number one to bit number n

so on. Thus, for a number of 396 = (110001100)2 points, 9
images should be projected on the screen and all the cameras
should capture. At the end of the capturing stage, we will
decode the points that are detected in each image. Thus, the
problem of the correspondence between the feature points
in the camera image and the projector image will be solved.
The images to be displayed in addition to the image shown
in Fig. 6, for solving the problem of correspondence, are
shown in Fig. 8. Figure 8a–i shows images for the state in
which bits number one to nine have a value of one, respec-
tively.

3.2.1.3 Camera pair calibration algorithm By examining the
images provided by the cameras, it will be determined which
cameras have a minimal number of common feature points.
In this section, we will describe an algorithm for calibrating
cameras that have common feature points.

As we have already mentioned, each pair can calculate
the 3D coordinates of the feature points in the coordinate
system of the same pair (i.e., camera or projector). On the
other hand, the adjacent pairs have special common feature
points that can be used to solve the stereo calibration prob-
lem. Also, note that the correspondence problem has been
solved for common feature points between adjacent cam-
era images. As a result, the relative rotation and translation
between two adjacent cameras are equal to the relative rota-
tion and translation between the common feature points of
that two cameras. Finally, by minimizing Eq. (14) for both
cameras, the stereo calibration parameters will be obtained
between the two cameras. The minimization of Eq. (14) has
a closed-form solution method [22].

min
R,T

N∑

i=1

‖p′
i − (Rpi + T )‖2 (14)
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In this equation, pi is the 3D coordinates of the feature
points in the coordinate system of a camera and p′

i is the 3D
coordinates of the feature points in the coordinate system of
the other camera.

3.2.2 Calculating the position of each camera relative to the
reference camera

Aswe have alreadymentioned, wewill not be able to directly
calculate the position of each camera relative to the refer-
ence camera, because in a multi-projector display system,
non-adjacent cameras do not overlap. In this section, by intro-
ducing the graph for the cameras and finding the paths in this
graph from each camera to the reference camera, we will
calculate the relative position of each camera relative to the
reference camera. Note that the relative position of each cam-
era has been calculated relative to adjacent cameras.

3.2.2.1 Creating adjacency graph The configuration of n
cameras is shown with graph G, in which each vertex repre-
sents a camera and the presence of an edge between the two
vertices indicates common space in their field of view and
thus the stereo calibration between the two cameras. In this
regard, we create the graph G. In this section we are looking
to solve two problems. The first problem is which camera (or
vertex) is considered as a reference to compute the relative
position of the other cameras to this reference camera, and
the second is to find the shortest path from each camera to
the reference camera, because the shortest path of each cam-
era to reference camera will have a lower error. In the next
section we will provide a solution to these two problems.

3.2.2.2 Calculating the shortest path between each camera
and reference camera Since we ultimately seek to express
all the points in the reference coordinate system, the issue
that which camera is considered as a reference will affect the
error propagation from any coordinate system to the refer-
ence coordinate system. We will illustrate this with a simple
example. Figure 9 shows the adjacency graph of a system
containingfive cameras.Due to the edges drawnon the graph,
the pair of cameras that overlap in their field of view are
distinguished. Suppose camera 1 has been selected as the
reference camera. In this case, the total length of the shortest
path between each camera and reference camera is equal to
6 = 1+ 2+ 2+ 1. Now suppose camera 2 is selected as the
reference camera. In this case, the total length of the shortest
path between each camera and reference camera is equal to
5 = 2+1+1+1.As you can see, the fact that which camera
is considered as the reference camera will affect the length of
the shortest paths from each camera to the reference camera
in total. Given the importance of selecting a reference cam-

era, it is possible in a repetitive process to count one of the
vertices of the graph each time as a reference and calculate
the shortest path from each vertex to the reference vertex.
Finally, a vertex will be selected as reference which because
of being the reference, the total length of the shortest path to
the reference vertex gets the minimum. Given that the value
of each edge in the adjacency graph of our system is one,
the breadth-first search (BFS) algorithm can be used to find
the shortest path between the two vertices of the graph. As a
result, in a repetitive process, each time we consider one of
the vertices of the graph as the reference and then, we find the
shortest path between each vertex and the reference vertex.
At the end of this process, if for i th vertex, total length of
the shortest path from every vertex to the reference vertex
gets the minimum, then we select i th vertex as reference and
store shortest paths from each vertex to the reference vertex.

3.2.3 Global optimization and bundle adjustment problem

Themethod used to calculate the position of each camera rel-
ative to the reference camera causes error propagation from
each camera to the reference camera. Note that in order to
express points in the reference camera’s coordinate system,
some rotation and translationmatrices,which exist in the path
of every camera to reference camera, should be multiplied
together. Since calculating the rotation and translation val-
ues between each adjacent pair has errors, the multiplication
of rotation and transition matrices will cause an error prop-
agation. We will have global optimization phase and bundle
adjustment problem to optimize the solution till this stage.
The bundle adjustment problem is usually a final step in 3D
reconstruction algorithms. In this step, by writing an energy
function, we seek to optimize all calibration parameters. We
will write down the corresponding energy function and then
describe its components.

Consider a system including N cameras and M feature
points. Since all feature points are not necessarily observed
by all cameras, a mask matrix called WM×N is introduced,
in which the matrix above contains only zero and one num-
bers. If the point m is observed on camera n, wmn is equal
to one; otherwise, its value is zero. Suppose we have N ≥ 2
cameras. Assume that the point m is shown with xm =
[xm, ym, zm]T , the set of all three-dimensional points with
X = xm (m=1,...,M), the translation vector of the camera n in
the reference coordinate system with tn = [tn,x , tn,y, tn,z]T ,
the set of all translation vectors in the reference coordinate
system with T = tn(n=1,...,N ), rotation angles of nth cam-
era with φn = [ϕn,x , ϕn,y, ϕn,z]T and the set of all rotation
angleswithΦ = φn(n=1,...,N ). Also, suppose each row shows
the rotating matrix of the nth camera, R(φn), with rni for
i = 1, 2, 3. To define the energy function of the global
optimization problem and the bundle adjustment problem,
we first define the mth point mapping function of the three-
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Fig. 9 Adjacency graph of a system consisting of five cameras. More
information can be found in [26] and [27]

dimensional points by the nth camera with Eq. (15).

umn =u0n + fn
rn1.xm+tnx
rn3.xm+tnz

, vmn =v0n + fn
rn2.xm+tny
rn3.xm+tnz

(15)

In this relation, fn and [u0nv0n] are the focal length and
principal point of the nth camera, respectively. If we define
[u0mnv

0
mn] as the coordinates of the mth point image in the

nth camera, the energy function can be defined as the bundle
adjustment problem in Eq. (16).

min P=
N∑

n=1

M∑

m=1

wmn[(umn−u0mn)
2 + (vmn−v0mn)

2] (16)

In this relation,wmn are maskmatrix elements. Therefore,
the goal of the above optimization problem is to obtain the
calibrated sets X , T and Φ.

The optimization problem has been optimized using the
Levenberg–Marquardt classical algorithm; more details on
this algorithm are presented in Reference [23].

3.3 Creating image for projectors

After calibrating the system and, as a result, calculating the
calibration parameters, we have to set up the inputs of the
projectors so that a seamless and unified image is displayed
on the screen. Since correspondence problem is resolved
between the image of the camera and the image of the pro-
jector, and given the calibration parameters of each pair, it
is possible to extract the 3D shape of screen using triangu-
lation, but this is a time-consuming process. Note that when
solving the problem of estimating the position of a number of
cameras together, we calculated the 3D coordinates of some
feature points in the camera coordinate system of each pair.
We also calculated the position of all system cameras with

respect to the reference camera. As a result, we will have
point clouds creating the screen in the coordinate system of
the reference camera.

In the next step, we would like to wallpaper a single image
on the screen. A simple method for doing this is to create a
one-to-one correspondence between the image pixels and the
point clouds of the screen. If the point clouds of the screen do
not have the proper resolution for generating this one-to-one
correspondence, then using interpolation algorithms, you can
get new points and add to the points of the screen. Thus, we
assign a color to each of the points. Finally, the color of each
point on the screen will be assigned to the corresponding
pixel in the image of each projector.

It should be noted that the process of calibrating the system
and the process of creating the image will be performed off-
line and online, respectively. Eventually, after the projectors’
images are initialized, each will project its share on screen.

4 Experimental results

In this section, we will evaluate the proposed system. This
assessment will be carried out in a variety of ways. The first
evaluationwe have for the system is the local alignment error.
In the next section, we will review the error of the global
alignment to check the error propagation. The third assess-
ment we considered for the system relates to the error of the
problem of estimating the position of a number of cameras
relative to each other. Also, in this section we will examine
the effect of noise on the system. In the end, we will examine
the level of optimum overlapping for projectors in a multi-
projector system.

The proposed system is implemented using the Matlab
R2016a software. As we will discuss in the evaluation sec-
tion, we will do some part of the evaluation based on actual
images, and another part based on the camera and projector
simulator, which is written for the desired number of pairs.
With the help of this simulator, we can simulate the mode of
projection of n pairs by assuming an arbitrary uneven screen.
We will give further details on the simulator in the relevant
section.

The webcams used in the system to evaluate the proposed
system are of Logitech, C270model, and have a resolution of
1280×960.All thewebcam settings are inmanualmode. The
projectors used in the system are Epson EB-S18 model with
a resolution of 1024 × 768. Also, the auto-correct setting of
the rectangular image has been disabled in these projectors so
that no geometric correction is made on the projector image.
The processing time for calibration of a system consists of
three pairswith an Intel core i5-46703.40GHZpersonal com-
puter and 8GB RAM is 20 seconds.
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Fig. 10 An example of a lack of alignment in the overlapping area

4.1 System evaluation criteria

Most articles presented in the field of multi-projector dis-
plays do not have a benchmark, because there is no precise
evaluation criterion in this regard. In some articles that cali-
brate the camera, the error of the camera calibration phase is
announced as the error of the system, but because the error of
this phase does not describe the output of a multi-projector
display visually, this criterion also does not provide precise
evaluation of the system error. In References [7] and [24],
a system is considered for evaluation and we will use this
criterion to compare our proposed system.

In this section we will present four tests to evaluate the
proposed system. The first experiment is the local alignment
error for adjacent pairs, the second experiment is the global
alignment error for the problem of error propagation, the
third experiment is the error of the problem of estimating
the position of a number of cameras together, and the fourth
experiment is to consider the effect of the overlapping of
adjacent projectors. Also, in the third experiment, the effect
of noise on the system will be investigated.

4.2 Local alignment accuracy

The most important factor that eliminates the idea of having
a single integrated display is the mismatch of images in the
overlapping area of projectors. If the images produced by the
two neighboring projectors do not have a proper alignment,
the image in that area will be duplicated. An example of a
lack of proper alignment in the overlapping area is shown in
Fig. 10.

Suppose Ω is the set of all feature points and Φ is the set
of all projectors.We define the local alignment error criterion
in Eq. (17).

E =
∑

∀p∈Ω

∑

∀(i, j)∈Ω∗Ω

I (i, p).I ( j, p).‖pi − p j‖2 (17)

Table 1 Comparison of the proposed system with other systems based
on the global alignment accuracy criterion (pixel)

Method Number of camera view Error

[6] 152 1.35

[25] 1 1.73

[7,24] (cam-all) 1 1.19

[7,24] (cam-2*2) 15 0.55

Proposed method 15 0.43

In this equation, pi is the coordinate of the image of the
feature point p in the camera of the i th pair and I (.) will
be zero or one such that, if the feature point p is observed
in the image of the corresponding projector, I (.) = 1, and
otherwise, I (.) = 0. This relationship measures the same
non-conformance that the human eye is very sensitive to.

Measuring this criterion is time-consuming. To do this,
we present an automated algorithm to measure the local
alignment error, which we will outline below. Note that this
experiment was performed using real images for two pairs. In
this method, we first label an image of 14*18 feature points
on the screen. Each of the feature points in this image is
assigned a number and using the algorithm described in Sec-
tion 3.2.1.2. We solve the correspondence problem for the
feature points in this image and the images of each of the
two cameras. Obviously, only a few of these points are in the
overlapping area of the two projectors. Using the camera pair
number one, we capture the feature points of the projector
number one, and then the feature points of the projector num-
ber two. After extracting the corresponding points from the
camera image, we calculate the Euclidean distance of these
points. The results of this measurement are recorded in Table
1. In this table, the phrase cam-2*2 means the observing of a
2*2 array of projectors by each camera and cam-allmeans the
observing of all projectors by each camera. As you can see,
the error of the proposed system is considered to be better in
all configurations.

4.3 Global alignment error

As we mentioned in the previous section, the human eye is
very sensitive to the local alignment error criterion. In the face
of large displays that the system has more than one camera,
in order to express points in the reference coordinate system,
the transformation matrices in the path of each camera to the
reference camera aremultiplied, whichwill cause the error to
be propagated from each camera to the reference camera. The
local alignment error criterion in the previous section does
not address the problem of error propagation, because local
alignment error is measured only between two neighboring
pairs. In calculating the global alignment error, we consider
the number of pairs to bemore than one andwewill test using
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Table 2 Comparison of the proposed system with other systems based
on the global alignment accuracy criterion (pixel)

Method Number of camera view Error

[6] 152 –

[25] 1 1.5

[7,24] (cam-all) 1 1.5

[7,24] (cam-2*2) 15 1.8

Proposed method 15 0.85

the simulator. The following is a description of the simulator,
and then, we will present the results.

The camera and projector simulator is a software that sim-
ulates the performance of a system that includes a number
of camera and projectors. In this simulator we will also have
pairs of cameras and projector with the internal and exter-
nal parameters of these two as inputs to the algorithm. Also,
the position of the remaining cameras will be sequentially
arranged according to the position of the last camera and
considering that projectors are overlapping in adjacent pairs.
Then, we can turn on a number of projectors and capture an
image from one of the cameras.

Using the simulator above, a display system containing 15
pairs is evaluated. Results are presented in Table 2. As you
can see, the overall alignment error for the proposed system
is higher than the rest of the systems.

4.4 Effect of noise on the proposed system error

In this section, wewill consider an experiment to examine the
effect of noise on the proposed system. In this test, the posi-
tion of all cameras is generated randomly. When it comes to
the position of the cameras, it is considered that the projector
of each pair has overlap with at least one of the projector of
other pairs. Figure 11 is an example of an image of one of the
cameras. In this image, the projector number one projects an
image that includes a few feature points on a sinusoid screen.
Then, the camera number two started capturing.

Suppose that the calibration process for the random data
generated is related to four cameras. Given the actual posi-
tion of the cameras in the simulator, difference of calculated
position and real position in 3D space is calculated as root
mean square error.

Figure 12 shows the results of noise effects on the error
of the problem of estimating the position of several cameras
relative to each other. As you can see, the error of the prob-
lem of estimating the position of several cameras relative to
each other is almost identical and acceptable until the noise
with a variance of less than 0.6. The added noise levels with
a variance of more than 0.6 magnitudes have considerably
increased. The reason for this is that the initial solution is not
good enough. In fact, due to the non-convexity of the intro-

Fig. 11 Projection of projector of pair number one and camera captur-
ing from pair two

Fig. 12 Effect of noise on the error of the problem of estimating the
position of a number of cameras relative to each other

duced energy function and not having a good initial solution
and close enough to the optimal point, there is no guarantee
of finding the optimal global point and the algorithm will be
caught in the local optimal point.

4.5 The effect of projector overlapping on local
alignment error

As we have already mentioned, projectors are overlapping
in multi-projector display systems. This configuration is
intended to prevent seams in the boundaries of projectors.

In this section, an experiment was conducted to obtain the
optimum level of overlapping area for the proposed system.
This experiment is based on two pairs. The way to calcu-
late the overlap between two projectors is measured using a
camera.

If n1 is the number of pixels of the projector number one,
n2 is the number of pixels of the projector number two and
m is the number of pixels located in the overlap area, the
overlap percentage between the two adjacent projector can
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Fig. 13 Different overlap percentages for two projectors. a 3%, b 13%, c 20%, d 49%

Fig. 14 Percent overlay graph relative to local alignment error

be calculated according to Eq. (18).

overlap percentage = m

n1 + n2 − m
∗ 100 (18)

Figure 13a–d shows images relating to the two projectors
that were captured by a camera. These images are provided in
color after the thresholding on camera images and calculating
the masks of each projector to see the overlapping area. In
Fig. 13a–d, overlapping percentage is 3%, 13%, 20% and
49%, respectively, according to Eq. (18).

In Fig. 14 graphs are plotted to review the results of this
test. In this diagram, the horizontal axis shows the percentage
of overlap between the two projectors and the vertical axis
is the local alignment error. It should be noted that in the
case where the overlap rate between the two projectors is
3%, the proposed algorithm has a great deal of error. In fact,
in this case, the proposed algorithm failed to find the relative
position of the camera number one relative to the camera
number two. Also, 20% seems to be optimal for overlapping
percent, as it is less than one pixel error and the overlapping
ratio of projectors is lower than nice works such as [24]. On
the other hand, the overlap rate of more than 40% did not
have much effect on error. Note that the diagram shown in
Fig. 14 can be considered as a good measure for buyers of a
multi-projector display system. The overlap percentage will
require more pairs to cover the entire screen, and a lower

overlap percentage can reduce the number of system pairs if
the alignment error is reduced.

5 Conclusion

A new method for calibrating a multi-projector display is
presented in this paper. Viewpoint independence and having
favorite display are the challenges in the field of multi-
projector displays (as it is mentioned before). We have
designed the multi-projector displays from the beginning
in this paper because the other methods are not capable of
presenting an approach to solve the challenges above. In
this method, we designed the multi-projector displays as
an optimization problem so all calibration parameters will
be calculated after solving this optimization problem. Con-
sidering camera and projector as a pair not only offers the
possibility of stereo vision to every pairs, but also it is in the
same direction of companies which produce projectors in the
world (new projectors which are sold recently in market have
an internal camera). Also, proposed method is designed in a
way that can be used in projection on any uneven surfaces in
addition to the projection on a flat screen. In the beginning,
the object should be covered by a white cloth, and different
camera-projector pairs have to be placed around the object.
The 3D shape of the object can be extracted by perform-
ing the calibration operation. This extraction is able to be
projected. According to what has been described in Sect. 1,
none of previous works done in the field of multi-projector
displays were defined generally to this extent. Consider that
our proposed system covers a huge area of applicable soft-
wares which can be defined for a display. In presenting this
system, we did as much as effort we could to make no need
of user monitoring in setting up a multi-projector display
and make the calibration operation done in a totally auto-
matic way. Also, according to presented results in Sect. 4,
the alignment accuracy of the proposed system is less than
one pixel and is better than available systems.

We run the system on a spherical surface with three pairs
and on an arbitrary uneven surface with two pairs, and the
results are available through the links below:

1. http://mvlab.um.ac.ir/ then go to the project section.
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=blzAmpoq1_4.
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